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Introduction: Chondrule textural schemes have been developed and improved upon since the days of Tschermak [1]. While existing schemes allow for the grouping of chondrules based on general textural 
and chemical observations, these schemes alone do not provide enough detailed information for each individual chondrule. A study analyzing 260 chondrules from 13 different un-equilibrated ordinary 
chondrites utilizing a combination of multiple textural and mineralogical schemes [2,3,4] found that implementing multiple schemes together would provide enough detailed information necessary in order 
to distinguish each individual chondrule. Individualizing each chondrule, rather than simply grouping them, could potentially provide more insight and help constrain chondrule formation mechanisms and 
conditions. A chondrule database system focused on individual, detailed information for each chondrule would provide such means of information, while at the same time providing an open access system 
available to the scientific community.
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Fig. 4. NWA 2798 chondrite sample. Petrologic type, shock 
stage, weathering grade, and sample size/origin are noted. 

Chondrules are listed individually by number with an SEM 
image for visual aid.

Conclusion: Rather than simply defining and grouping chondrules solely based on textural and chemical schemes, a chondrule database system would seem as the more accurate method of chondrule data
collection moving forward. Having a large enough chondrule database would allow for the collected information to be gathered, analyzed, and shared throughout the scientific community as an open access
system. Using a chondrule database system to individualize chondrules, rather than group them, could potentially better constrain chondrule formation mechanisms and conditions.

Fig. 2. Database tab for chondrule database. 
Meteorites listed are from the L, LL, and H 

chondrite groups.

Fig. 3. L chondrite samples listed on 
chondrule database.

Fig. 1. Chondrule database homepage.
Fig. 5. Chondrule data for NWA 2798 chondrule #4. Listed alongside the SEM image are the sample identity, 

sample size/origin, chondrule number, chondrule data analyzer, chondrule apparent diameter, rim type 
present, metal type(s) present, olivine fayalite percentage with range/average/number of grains, pyroxene 
ferrosilite percentage with range/average/number of grains, Gooding and Keil 1981 classification system, 

Herd 2017 classification system, and EDS chemical data for olivine/pyroxene grains.  

Fig. 6. EDS chemical data for individual olivine/pyroxene grains in chondrule.


